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Français langue étrangère - Niveau moyen 2

Lecturers
Sabina GOLA (Coordinator) and MURIELLE UYTERELST

Course mnemonic
LANG-B9071

ECTS credits
5 credits

Language(s) of instruction
French

Course period
First term

Campus
Solbosch

Course content
In this course, the focus is on listening comprehension through
systematic exercises based on authentic documents (radio clips,
spoken news, various audio documents, dealing with diversified
subjects); oral production is stimulated by multiple activities.
The implementation of the phonetic principles of French (nasal,
differences between phonemes, accents, connections, etc.) to the
language laboratory is ensured by the recurrence of exercises.
Regular and recurrent systematic revision of the basic structures
is ensured.

Objectives (and/or specific learning
outcomes)
At the end of this teaching unit, a student will have reached level
B1.2 on the liabilities side and B1.1 on the active side. He will
be able to: understand the essential points of a course taught
in French and discover the purpose of communication pursued
by the author of the message. understand all types of writing
written essentially in a common language, when it comes to
understanding the essential points of a text and to grasp the
progress of a thought to express a point of view and develop a
simple argumentation through a oral speech. write an articulated
text simply but correctly on a subject that is familiar to him.

Teaching method and learning activities
Lectures including ex-cathedra lecture, question and answer
session and verification of prior learning. Language practice:
personal exercises (written exercises and home audio) correction
and face-to-face question and answer session, discussions,
group lexical expansion exercises, optional personal written work.

Contribution to the teaching profile
The course LANG-B907 is designed as a course for strengthening
knowledge in FLE: it aims at the enrichment of grammar
structures and basic vocabulary as well as the automation of
structures in oral and written.

References, bibliography and recommended
reading
GRAMMAIRE VIVANTE DU FRANÇAIS Monique Callamand Le
point du FLE.net

Other information

Place(s) of teaching
Solbosch

Contact(s)
Murielle Uyterelstmail�: muyter@ulb.be

Evaluation method(s)
Other and written examination

Evaluation method(s) (additional information)
Written examination (grammar, vocabulary, listening
comprehension)

Determination of the mark (including the
weighting of partial marks)
Average of the results in the three written tests

Main language(s) of evaluation
French

Programmes

Programmes proposing this course at the faculty
of Philosophy and Social Sciences
MA-PINT | Master in Political Sciences : International
Relations | finalité World/unit 2

Programmes proposing this course at the Solvay
Brussels School of Economics and Management
MA-GEST | Master in Management Science | finalité Professional/
unit 2
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